Discussion Item-

What to do with the three choices delivered by the GE committee?

Molly and Brent communicate with the FACs and deliver an information sheet that denotes the three options and frames the differences between the options.

FAC representatives meet with colleagues in department meetings to discuss the options.

FACs meet and representatives share department reactions. Meeting results in a college reaction to the three options

- At the same time, faculty forums are held to allow cross university discussion on the options.
- At the same time, students are discussing the options and delivering their reactions to both ACC and Faculty Senate.

FAC results are forwarded to ACC and Faculty Senate for discussion and decision

ACC looks at the results of the discussions and proposes a direction to Faculty Senate.

Faculty Senate looks at ACC’s proposal and all of the campus wide reactions and makes a decision.

What does success look like?

- areas that need some relief from GURs get some relief
- areas that want more involvement get more involvement
- time to degree might be reduced
- our students write more
- students have a better appreciation and understanding of the relationship between Liberal Arts and GURs